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Abstrat
The problem of time is an unsolved issue of anonial General Rela-
tivity. A possible solution is the Brown-Kuha° mehanism whih ouples
matter to the gravitational eld and reovers a physial, i.e. non van-
ishing, observable Hamiltonian funtional by manipulating the set of on-
straints. Two ases are analyzed. A generalized salar uid model provides
an evolutionary piture, but only in a singular ase. The Shutz' model
provides an interesting singularity free result: the entropy per baryon en-
ters the denition of the physial Hamiltonian. Moreover in the o-moving
frame one is able to identify the time variable τ with the logarithm of en-
tropy.
1 The Kuha°-Brown mehanism
The problem of time is a well known issue in the ontext of the anonial ap-
proahes to Quantum Gravity, where the Hamiltonian funtion is vanishing. A
possible solution is to ouple matter to the gravitational eld, and use its prop-
erties to reover an evolutionary piture through the Brown-Kuha° mehanism
(see [1℄). One onsiders for example a generi salar eld Lagrangian in the
form LF = LF (−φ,µφ,µ) = LF (Υ), from whih the alulation of the onjugate
momentum is straightforward:
pi =
δSF
δφ˙
= −2√q(φn)δLF
δΥ
,
where φn = n
µ∇µφ; this an be seen as an equation for Υ, whih will have some
solution Υ = Υ˜(pi, V ). Using the expression Υ = (φn)
2 − φ,aφ,a = (φn)2 − V
one also obtains φn = χ(pi, V ). Using Υ˜ and χ one an perform the Legendre
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transformation and move to the anonial formalism, so that the Hamiltonian
has the form HF =
∫
d3x
(
HFa N
a +HFN
)
, with suitable HF and HFa funtion-
als. Here the eld φ appears only through its spatial gradients. By adding the
Einstein-Hilbert ation, the total Hamiltonian density will be simply the sum of
the two unoupled densities. At this point one an square the super-momentum,
and express V as a funtion of the gravitational variables and pi. Making the
substitution the super-Hamiltonian will ontain no uids variables but pi. This
allows one to solve it too, as an equation for pi, so that the equivalent onstraint
will read:
pi − h(HG, HGa ) = 0. (1)
This is the starting point to the onstrution of a physial Hamiltonian, sine
one an see in (1) the form of a Shrödinger equation. It will simply onsist in
Hphys =
∫
d3xh(x), and it will need to full some onditions:
• Independene from the eld whose onjugate momentum is pi.
• Invariane under the 3-di group. This is manifest if h is a salar density
of weight one.
• Invariane under the super-Hamiltonian onstraint. In the ase of multiple
solutions this ondition may be used to eliminate the unphysial ones.
One these properties are heked, one is able to write the evolution equa-
tion for observables
1
as the ation of Hphys via the Poisson brakets:− dO(t)dt =
{Hphys,O(t)}.
2 Generalized salar eld uid
One onsiders a speial ase of the salar eld Lagrangian presented in the
previous setion, where the dependene on Υ is given by SF =
∫
dtd3x
√
qNΥγ ,
where γ is real valued. The resulting equation of state for the uid is p = ρ2γ−1 ,
where ρ is the energy density and p is the pressure. This gives a onstraint on
the values taken by γ, sine p and ρ need to be positive: γ > 1/2. Moreover the
square of the veloity of sound in the medium is S2 = c
2
2γ−1 , so it gives a more
strit onstraint, xing γ ≥ 1.
Using the denition of the momentum onjugate to φ, one obtains the equation
for φn, whih is analytially solvable only for some values of γ: 1/2, 3/4, 3/2, 2.
After that one has to add the gravitational terms, obtain the super-momentum
and super-Hamiltonian, and then solve them to write an expression in the form
pi − h(HG, d) = 0 from the latter. In the ases of γ = 3/2, 2 the super-
Hamiltonian is not analytially solvable, while in the ase γ = 3/4, apart from
the unphysial behaviour, the form of the h funtion is so ompliated that the
quantization of the evolution operator is impossible. So one is fored to drop
these models.
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Here one assumes that observables exist, and have the standard property of vanishing
Poisson brakets with the whole set of onstraints
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The only working ase is γ = 1/2, whih however is highly unphysial. It has a
singular equation of state for a given energy density, while the veloity of sound
diverges. However the BK mehanism works ne and gives, after disarding
some unphysial solutions with the requirement for h to be di-invariant:
pi = h(x,HG, HGa ) =
√
qd
(HG)2 − d,
where d = HGa H
G
b q
ab
, whih fulls all the neessary onditions stated before.
Hene an evolutionary piture an be reovered in this singular ase. This
suggests to investigate the possibility of ad ho modiations of the Lagrangian
that ould avoid this behaviour. In fat a similar ase is analyzed in [2℄ by
Thiemann who, by adding a onstant term in the denition of Υ, reovers an
evolutionary piture and links the uid to the k-essene, without singularities.
3 The Shutz perfet uid
The model proposed by Shutz (see [3℄ [4℄) for a baryoni uid is based on the
idea of expressing the motion of partiles using six salar elds over spae-time:
µ, φ, α, β, θ, S. Only the rst and the last one have a physial meaning, one
being the spei inertial mass, the other the entropy per baryon. They are
ombined in order to dene the 4-veloity Uν = µ
−1(φ,ν +αβ,ν +θS,ν) = vνµ
−1
and µ is then xed by the normalization ondition on it. The uid ation an
be identied with the integral of the pressure of the uid (see [3℄ [4℄) and the
alulation of the onjugate momenta follows the usual pattern. In this ase one
nds that only one momentum is independent: Shutz' is a onstrained theory.
In fat:
pφ =
√
qρ0µ
−1vµn
µ = pi, (2)
while pα = pθ = 0, pβ = αpi and pS = θpi. There are no seondary onstraints,
as one an hek using the standard Dira approah to onstrained systems
(see [5℄). One an easily see that it is possible to write the Hamiltonian for
the system only on-shell, sine otherwise it is impossible to express all the
onguration variables in terms of the anonial ones.
By oupling the uid with GR one expets the primary onstraints to be simply
the union of the two sets of primary onstraints, sine the uid ation does not
ontain any derivative of the metri tensor g. As for the matter-free theory the
seondary onstraints will be identied with the funtionals that appear enfored
by the lapse funtion and the shift vetor in H =
∫
d3x (NH +NaH
a), whih
are, on-shell :
H = ±
√
V
pi2 − qρ20
(
ξpi2 + χqρ20
)
+
√
qρ0ST +H
G = 0,
Ha = piφa +H
G
a = 0,
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where ξ = (3, 1) and χ = ±1.
Sine the uid ation is added in a fully ovariant way, and nothing ould have
damaged the dieomorphism invariane of the model, one still expets these
funtionals to be the generators of the dieomorphism group of spae-time. So
their algebra, alulated on-shell in order to work with anonial variables only,
is losed, and reprodues the standard Dira algebra of vauum GR. So one
an also laim that there are no tertiary onstraints sine the Hamiltonian is a
linear ombination of suh funtionals. At this point one is able to apply the
BK mehanism.
Squaring the super-momentum and imposing it on the super-Hamiltonian, one
an solve the latter for pi, obtaining something in the form pi− h = 0. Dierent
hoies for ξ and χ lead to dierent results: one an selet the physial one(s)
among them requiring the new onstraint to redue to the form pi +
√
qρ0 = 0
in the o-moving frame. This is the expeted form from the denition of pi (2).
With this requirement only one ase survives: ξ = 1 and χ = 1. This gives:
pi = −√qρ0
√(
2d+ Ξ2 ± Ξ√8d+ Ξ2)
2 (d− Ξ2) = h,
where Ξ =
√
qρ0ST +H
G
and d = HGa H
G
b q
ab
.
This is the andidate funtion to onstrut a physial Hamiltonian with. It is
a salar density of weight one and it is the only allowed solution of the super-
Hamiltonian onstraint. So it fulls all the onditions needed to be promoted
to the role of generator of time evolution of observables. The striking result is
that the entropy eld S enters diretly in the time evolution operator, even if
in a ompliated way. Its role is not very lear, but the link between time and
entropy is evident.
A muh more interesting result is ahieved in the o-moving frame, where Ξ = 0.
Combining the expression of pi in that ase with the expression of Ξ stated
above, one an write the identity pi = H
G
ST
, whih, realling the denition of the
momentum onjugate to S, pS = θpi, beomes:
SpS =
θHG
T
= h¯.
At this point one an identify the time variable τ with the logarithm of entropy,
τ = lnS: time evolution is diretly linked to a naturally future pointing variable.
This opens to appliations in osmology, while a natural development would be
to implement the mehanism using the Ashtekar variables, getting loser to the
formulation of Loop Quantum Gravity.
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